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ABSTRACT: n-channel organic semiconductors are prone to oxidation
upon exposed to ambient conditions. Herein, we report design and
synthesis of diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based oligomers for ambipolar
organic thin-film transistors (OFETs) with excellent air and bias stability at
ambient conditions. The cyclic voltammetry measurements reveal excep-
tional electrochemical stability during the redox cycle of oligomers.
Structural properties including aggregation, crystallinity, and morphology
in thin film were investigated by UV−visible spectroscopy, atomic force
microscopy (AFM), thin-film X-ray diffraction (XRD), and grazing
incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) measurements. AFM
reveals morphological changes induced by different processing conditions
whereas GISAXS measurements show an increase in the population of face-
on oriented crystallites in films subjected to a combination of solvent and
thermal treatments. These measurements also highlight the significance of
chalcogen atom from sulfur to selenium on the photophysical, optical, electronic, and solid-state properties of DPP−DPP
oligomers. Charge carrier mobilities of the oligomers were investigated by fabricating top-gate bottom-contact (TG−BC) thin-
film transistors by annealing the thin films under various conditions. Combined solvent and thermal annealing of DPP−DPP
oligomer thin films results in consistent electron mobilities as high as ∼0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 with an on/off ratio exceeding 104. Field-
effect behavior was retained for up to ∼4 weeks, which illustrates remarkable air and bias stability. This work paves the way
toward the development of n-channel DPP−DPP-based oligomers exhibiting retention of field-effect behavior with superior
stability at ambient conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organic thin-film transistors (OFETs) have potential applica-
tions in numerous electronic devices such as displays,
integrated circuits (IC), and radio frequency identification
(RFID) tags.1 Recently, the performance of p-channel OFETs
has increased notably, as polymeric semiconductors with hole
mobilities of 6−23 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been reported.2

Unfortunately, n-channel OFETs fabricated using organic
semiconductors are notoriously prone to oxidation within
minutes of air exposure.3 The low performance of n-channel
OFETs is recognized as a serious limitation for fabrication of
rectifying junctions.4 However, ambipolar transistors are the
fundamental building blocks of modern electronic devices such
as bipolar transistors’ complementary logic circuits, inverters,

and printed ring oscillators.5 Hence, it is essential to develop π-
conjugated semiconductors with ambipolar transport.6,7 To
fully realize n-channel OFETs, organic semiconductors should
meet the following criteria: (i) anions formed by electron
injection should be stable upon exposure to ambient
conditions, especially toward water and air; (ii) the electron
affinity should match the Fermi levels of an environmentally
stable electrode (Au or Ag) for optimal electron injection; (iii)
the intermolecular overlap of semiconductor LUMOs should be
large with minimum traps to facilitate electron hopping.3 In
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addition, many other factors such as thin-film morphology,
molecular packing, and interface between dielectric and
semiconductor need to be optimized to achieve high perform-
ance ambipolar organic transistors.8 By now, chemistry design
approaches have been developed to effectively meet these
criteria.9 Ambipolar transport has been realized in donor−
acceptor-based conjugated polymers.10,11 In donor−acceptor π-
conjugated systems, backbone co-planarity and good intra-
molecular π-orbital overlap leads to delocalized occupied and
unoccupied frontier molecular orbitals which are essential for
ambipolar charge transport. Remarkable progress in the
performance of optoelectronic devices has been realized by
incorporating DPP units in polymers and oligomers.12−14 DPP
is comprised of an electron deficient fused lactam ring, flanked
by donors. With the DPP acceptor unit, the frontier molecular
orbital positions and the intramolecular and intermolecular
interactions can be tuned to achieve the desired optoelectronic
and transport properties.15,16

Several research groups have carried out backbone and side-
chain architectural modifications on DPP-based conjugated
materials by increasing the electron deficiency of the backbone
thereby stabilizing the n-channel OFET against ambient
oxidation. Qiao et al. have increased the DPP backbone
planarity and electron affinity by covalently linking DPP with
dicyanomethane to obtain electron mobilities of 0.55 cm2 V−1

s−1.17 Semiconductor−dielectric interface modifications by self-
assembly techniques and usage of low work function top
electrodes can effectively extract electrons.8,18 Side-chain
engineering has been shown to be pivotal in altering molecular
packing and backbone torsional conformations.12 For example,
Lee et al. obtained an electron mobility of 4.34 cm2 V−1 s−1 in a
DPP−selenophene copolymer by varying the alkyl spacer
length in a hybrid siloxane group.19 Kanimozhi et al.

demonstrated the role of triethylene glycol side chains in a
DPP−DPP-based copolymer to obtain electron mobilities as
high as ∼3 cm2 V−1 s−1.20,21 The modification of backbone
dipole orientations and the promotion of halogen−chalcogen
supramolecular interactions by heavy atom introduction have
been shown to improve electron and hole mobilities.22,23 Sun et
al. reported the highest electron mobility of 6.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 by
combining pyridine with DPP which leads to highly crystalline
polymers and oriented thin films.24 Coupling DPP to
selenophene has resulted in higher hole and electron mobilities
(1.62 and 0.14 cm2 V−1 s−1) compared to their thiophene
counterparts.25−27 DPP−vinylene and selenophene−vinylene−
selenophene-based co-polymers have shown electron mobilities
of ∼0.05 cm2 V−1 s−123 and hole mobilities as high as 4.97 cm2

V−1 s−1.26 Various film processing techniques have been
implemented to promote self-assembly in thin films to enhance
n-channel charge carrier mobilities. Off-center spinning is one
such technique which makes use of directional forces to align
the chains radially with respect to the transistor channel.28

Thermal and solvent annealing techniques29 and controlled
solvent evaporation rate using a mixture of high boiling and low
boiling solvents,30 etc., have also helped to achieve remarkable
enhancements in charge carrier mobilities.
The research discussed so far is based on donor−acceptor π-

conjugated polymers. Polymers, however, inherently suffer
from conformational, structural, and positional disorder which
results in torsional defects and chain entanglements.31,32 These
phenomena reduce the effective conjugation length and
increase π−π stacking distances leading to a lower degree of
thin-film crystallinity and higher activation energy for charge
carrier hopping.33 Tail states within the band gap of such
systems and chemical traps originating from end groups localize
charge carriers and adversely affect substrate−polymer

Scheme 1. Synthetic Scheme for Four DPP-Based Oligomers
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interaction energies.34 The strong dependence of charge
transport properties on molecular weight and polydispersity
impedes the elucidation of the fundamental charge transport
mechanisms and structure−property correlations in polymeric
systems. It is therefore important to design model compounds
with low defect densities and improved solution process-
ability.35 In this regard, oligomers inherit the long-range order,
low defect density of crystals and retain the good film-forming
abilities of polymers. Oligomers have well-defined and
monodisperse molecular structures and show minimum
batch-to-batch variation during synthesis.36 Herein, we report
synthesis, photophysical, and transport properties of four air-
stable n-channel DPP-based oligomers. We systematically
varied the central unit for linking DPP to DPP and probed
the role of aggregation and torsional defects on photophysical
properties using UV−visible spectroscopy. We found that
although torsional defects influence self-organization and the
degree of order in thin films, they have negligible influence on
transport properties of DPP−DPP oligomers. Notably, room
temperature solvent annealing and thermal treatment further
enhance crystallinity and reduce dispersion in the population of
microstructures possessing long-range order. We refer to these
samples as as-cast (AC), solvent annealed (SA), thermally
annealed (TA), and solvent and thermally annealed (STA)
throughout this work. The unique structural organizational

features such as π−π stacking originated after different
annealing processes were probed by grazing incidence small-
angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements. Subsequently, transport properties TG-BC in
field-effect transistor geometry has been measured for AC, SA,
TA, and STA samples. The STA samples gave rise to superior
electron mobility of up to 0.16 cm2 V−1 s−1 with enhanced air
stability.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization. The four oligomers
shown in Scheme 1 are end-capped with a phenyl group and
have been named as TDPP−BTZ−TDPP, TDPP−TDPP−
TDPP, TDP−SeDPP−TDPP, and TDPP−PDPP−TDPP. The
oligomers were synthesized by a Suzuki cross-coupling reaction
involving appropriate monomers having a boronic ester
functionality in the presence of a palladium catalyst
Pd2(dba)3 with an active ligand P(o-tol)3. The crude oligomers
were precipitated in methanol and further purified through
Soxhlet extraction in hot methanol and acetone to remove
unreacted starting materials and byproducts. The terminal
monomers have been functionalized with long and branched 2-
octyldodecyl side chains to increase their film-forming abilities.
The central monomers have been N-alkylated with the short

Figure 1. Comparison of solution and as-cast (AC) thin-film UV−visible spectra of four DPP-based oligomers.

Table 1. Summary of UV−Vis and Electrochemical Properties of Four DPP-Based Oligomers

UV−vis absorption spectra

λmax (eV) electrochemical properties

oligomer solution film Eg
opt (eV) Eox (eV) Ered (eV) Eg

elec (eV)

TDPP−TDPP−TDPP 1.77 1.67 1.30 5.29 3.62 1.70
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP 1.73 1.60 1.20 5.17 3.65 1.50
TDPP−PDPP−TDPP 1.99 1.91 1.70 5.32 3.52 1.80
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP 1.89 1.80 1.50 5.28 3.53 1.75
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hexyl chain to facilitate greater solid-state packing. Structural
characterization of the monomers and the oligomers was
carried out using 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectroscopies and
mass spectrometry (Supporting Information (SI) Figures S1−
S21).
2.2. Optical Properties and Electronic Structure. The

optical properties of the oligomers, in particular the effect of the
donor on backbone planarity and aggregation during different
film processing methods, have been investigated by UV−visible
spectroscopy. The UV−visible spectra in solution and AC thin
films are shown in Figure 1, and the peak positions are listed in
Table 1. Thin films of all four oligomers exhibit dual band
absorption spectra typical of donor−acceptor-based sys-
tems.23,37 Solution spectra of TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP exhibit a third band between the
other two. All absorption bands show a gradual bathochromic
shift on going from TDPP−PDPP−TDPP to TDPP−BTZ−
TDPP to TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP.
The reduction in the optical gap may be due to reduced

aromaticity of the donor which varies as phenyl\>thiophene
\>selenophene. The lower aromaticity of selenophene shortens
the interring donor−acceptor bond and decreases the band gap
by destabilizing both HOMO and LUMO.38 Selenium is larger
and therefore more polarizable than thiophene and has lower
ionization energy. This makes selenophene a slightly stronger
electron donor than thiophene.39−41 Kanimozhi et al. have
shown previously that the larger band gap of phenyl systems is
mainly due to the electronic nature of the phenyl ring.31 Steric
interactions between the alkyl hydrogens and the ortho
hydrogens of the phenyl group, which induce a twist angle of
∼35° between the phenyl ring and DPP, lead to a small
additional blue shift in the solution phase. Hence, the
absorption energy of TDPP−PDPP−TDPP (1.99 eV) is larger
than those of TDPP−TDPP−TDPP (1.77 eV) and the
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP (1.73 eV). TDPP−BTZ−TDPP ab-
sorbs between the phenyl and chalcogenyl systems at 1.89 eV.
A detailed analysis of the spectra is presented in the theoretical
part below. The association of the oligomers on solid substrates
can be controlled by thermal and solvent−vapor annealing
which assists the organization into ordered structures. The
aggregation behavior of the oligomers under different thin-film
processing conditions is shown in Figure S22, SI. Annealing
treatments further induce interactions between extended
oligomer chains leading to aggregate formation. The differences
in the relative orientation of the dipole moments in AC, TA,
SA, and STA films manifest themselves as red/blue shifts in the
absorption spectra, depending on the annealing conditions. The
aggregation-dependent spectral shifts can also be attributed to
Davydov splitting.42 When the chain dipole moments arrange
in a head-to-tail fashion, there is a red shift in the absorption
spectra whereas a blue shift implies a parallel arrangement.43,44

In TDPP−TDPP−TDPP oligomers, a significant red shift is
seen in TA, SA, and STA films. In contrast, spectral shifts in
TA, SA, and STA films of TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP are
insignificant. TDPP−PDPP−TDPP shows an interesting
response to thermal and solvent annealing. The low energy
vibronic feature is enhanced on solvent annealing showing an
increased aggregation tendency. This implies that there is an
increase in population of the molecular transition dipoles which
are arranged in a head-to-tail fashion. On thermally annealing
the AC and SA films, the spectral broadening is further
enhanced implying increased aggregation at higher temper-
ature. There is a minor spectral red shift in the post-thermally-

annealed films, as compared to the AC and SA films. For the
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP oligomer, the TA and the STA films show
the evolution of a resolvable vibronic feature while for the
solvent treated film there is a slight bathochromic shift along
with the evolution of a vibronic feature near the absorption
edge. Such differences in the aggregation behavior under
varying processing conditions have important implications on
charge transport properties as discussed in subsequent sections.

2.3. Electrochemical Properties. The electrochemical
properties of the oligomers were investigated by cyclic
voltammetry (CV). Platinum electrodes were used as working
and counter electrodes, where Ag/Ag+ have been employed as
the reference electrode. Energy levels have been calibrated with
respect to an internal standard ferrocene/ferrocenium redox
couple.
Voltammograms are shown in Figure 2. Electrochemical and

optical data are compared in Table 1. As shown in Figure 2a,

the onset of the reduction potential gets more negative from
TDPP−PDPP−TDPP to TDPP−BTZ−TDPP, while the onset
of oxidation is less affected. The CVs of oligomers reveal
reversible reductive processes and quasi-reversible oxidation
cycles (Figure 2c). The stability of the reductive cycle is verified
by CV with multiple cycles in negative potential as shown in
Figure 2b. We observed a shift of the peak potential during the
first cycles before it stabilizes. The shift is presumably due to
low reorganization energy of the oligomer backbones.45 The
electrochemical data indicate that the oligomers are extremely
stable during electrochemical reduction.
The ionization energies were also obtained from ultraviolet

photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and extracted from the
plots as shown in Figures S23−S24, SI. The positions of
HOMO and LUMO levels as elucidated from UPS measure-
ments corroborate well with the redox potential values obtained
from electrochemical values. The intrinsic nature of charge
carriers can be estimated by evaluating the difference between
frontier orbitals and Fermi levels. The difference between the
Fermi energies and LUMO (obtained from electrochemical
measurements, Table 1) follows this trend: TDPP−SeDPP−
TDPP (0.33 eV) < TDPP−TDPP−TDPP (0.45 eV) < TDPP−
BTZ−TDPP (0.59 eV) < TDPP−PDPP−TDPP (0.71 eV).

Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms of four DPP-based oligomers: (a)
negative cycle, (b) negative cycle for multiple segments, and (c)
complete redox cycle at 0.1 V/s scan rate.
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The energy difference between HOMO and Fermi energy
levels follows this sequence: TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP (0.65 eV)
< TDPP−TDPP−TDPP (0.52 eV) < TDPP−PDPP−TDPP

(0.71 eV) < TDPP−BTZ−TDPP (0.70 eV). The relatively low
energy difference between the frontier levels and Fermi level of
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP shows that it stabilizes the LUMO and

Figure 3. Thin-film X-ray diffractograms of DPP-based oligomers.

Figure 4. GISAXS of four DPP-based oligomers under different annealing conditions.
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destabilizes the HOMO. Similarly, the trends in the electro-
chemical gaps follow those in the optical gaps, although
electrochemical gaps are larger by ∼0.4, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.3 eV for
TDPP−TDPP−TDPP, TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP, TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP, and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP, respectively. These
differences can be accounted for by the interface barrier
between electrode and oligomer film and by the exciton
binding energy. The observed trend indicates that the large
electron affinities of selenophene and benzothiadiazole reduce
the electrochemical band gaps and cause the substantial red
shift in the optical band gap.
2.4. Thin-Film X-ray Diffraction Measurements. The

samples annealed with different processes (AC, SA, TA, and
STA) were investigated by X-ray diffraction as shown in Figure
3. The diffusion of solvent vapors into the films enables
formation of a “soft phase” which imparts a high degree of
freedom for reorganization of the oligomers in thin films.46,47

The d-spacing on solvent annealing implies a favorable
interdigitation of the alkyl chains which helps to establish
better connectivity of the oligomer units along the lamellae for
enhanced charge transport. The films were subjected to
chloroform vapor, for a period of 30 min in a sealed Petri
dish. Small d-spacing (enhanced crystallinity) is an important
factor that facilitates charge transport. Grain sizes can be
estimated from the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) values
by fitting a Gaussian to the peaks corresponding to lamellar
packing. The fwhm values along with the d-spacing have been
tabulated in Table S1a, SI. We observed that the d-spacing is
less in films that have been subjected to solvent vapor (SA films
than TA films). We find that there is a minor increase in the
fwhm values in SA films as compared to TA and STA films,
implying that there is a decrease in crystallinity. This indicates
that solvent annealing leads to enhanced crystallinity in the thin
film with a broader distribution of crystallite size. Apart from

Figure 5. Height images obtained by atomic force microscopy (noncontact mode) for four DPP-based oligomers (scale bar, 4 μm).
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the variations in d-spacings and fwhm, we observed changes in
the peak intensities for different annealing conditions, as shown
in Figure S29, SI, which reveals that a combination of STA
leads to high crystallinity to the thin films of all oligomers.
2.5. Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction Measure-

ments. In a π-conjugated system, nonbonding interchain
interactions govern the π−π stacking of the molecular
backbones. To reduce the charge carrier hopping barrier,
these stacks must have a the proper orientation with minimum
tilt between stacked planes, enhanced microstructural order,
and reduced grain boundary defects. The lamellar d-spacing
must be as small as possible. A more detailed view such as the
orientation degree of the stacks, thickness of the lamellae in the
domains, and lamellar d-spacing is found by GISAXS
measurements. The two-dimensional scattering patterns are
shown in Figure 4. The oligomers exhibit face-on orientation
irrespective of the film processing method. Interestingly, we
observed substantial structural differences between the AC, SA,
TA, and STA films of oligomers. The AC films of both TDPP−
TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP show less intense
diffraction spots on the Qxy axis while those of TDPP−PDPP−
TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP show intense spots with arc-
like features. The presence of arc-like features indicates the
existence of both edge-on and face-on oriented crystallites in
the film and the presence of grain boundaries. The simplified
Herman’s orientation function “f ” follows the order for AC
film: TDPP−TDPP−TDPP (0.952) > TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP
(0.918) > TDPP−PDPP−TDPP/TDPP−BTZ−TDPP
(0.911). The lamellar d-spacing of TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP are larger than those of TDPP−TDPP−
TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP. As a result the films of
TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP exhibit
better adjacent “interchain electronic coupling” and are
inherently more ordered with better oriented and larger
crystallites than those of TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and TDPP−
BTZ−TDPP. The detailed structural results obtained from 2D
GISAXS analysis are listed in Table S1b, SI. The domain size
follows the order in AC films: TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP >
TDPP−TDPP−TDPP > TDPP−BTZ−TDPP > TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP. The stronger the interaction between the
oligomer backbones, the greater is the extent of solid-state
packing and the larger is the domain size. Backbone interaction
energy is a cumulative effect of electrostatic, dispersion, and
induction forces. Because selenium is soft and more polarizable
than sulfur, the induction and dispersion forces are stronger in
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP which drives the association of the
chains in the solid state via strong nonbonding interchain forces
arising from Se···C−H σ* interactions.48

Although STA films have a higher degree of orientation than
TA and SA films (as indicated by the f values shown in Table
S1b, SI), the crystallinity (d-spacing) of STA films is
comparable to those of TA and SA films. In SA films, the d-
spacings are smaller compared to those in TA films for TDPP−
TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP, whereas, for
TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP, the d-spac-
ings are unchanged. This shows that crystallinity induced by
solvent vapor is comparable to that induced by thermal
annealing. SA films have a reduced degree of flat-on orientation
as compared to TA films as manifested in their lower f values.
The degree of stacking improves on thermal treatment of the
SA films which is implied by a higher degree of microstructural
order and fewer grain boundary defects in STA films. Although
the order in the stacks improves in STA films of TDPP−BTZ−

TDPP compared to TDPP−PDPP−TDPP, it is to be noted
that TDPP−BTZ−TDPP has smaller domain sizes than
TDPP−PDPP−TDPP. Although TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP show disorder in the stacks in STA
films compared to TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−
TDPP, their domain sizes (thickness per lamellar stack) are
larger. Thermal annealing of SA films results in the removal of
the grain boundaries created due to nonuniform crystallization
in the film thereby increasing the stacking order. In TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP oligomer, we observed that the STA film has
minimum arc-like features, which means that the crystallites are
highly oriented. The (010) peak intensity versus azimuthal
angle plots are shown in the Supporting Information (Figure
S25).

2.6. Morphological Studies. The changes in the thin-film
morphology of these materials by different annealing treat-
ments were probed by AFM using the noncontact mode. The
thin films were prepared by spin coating from dilute solutions
of the oligomers from a mixture of chlorobenzene and
chloroform, and AFM images are shown in Figure 5. Solvent
annealing was carried out by keeping the films in a sealed Petri
dish under chloroform vapor atmosphere for 30 min. STA films
were prepared by annealing the SA films for 30 min at their
melting temperatures as obtained from DSC measurements.
We observed that the nucleation phenomenon was critically
influenced by different annealing treatments.49 Apart from
crystallinity, grain sizes and densities, and their connectivities
are also affected by different film processing methods. Post-
thermal and solvent treatments induce aggregation. The TA
film of TDPP−TDPP−TDPP is comprised of fibers. On
solvent annealing, the length of the fibers is shorter. On further
thermal annealing, there is little change in the morphology. The
STA film has a greater roughness of 27 nm compared to the SA
film (13 nm). The STA film of TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP has a
roughness of 26 nm whereas the SA film has a roughness of 16
nm. We observe that the root-mean-square roughness of STA
films of TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP are 99
and 23 nm, respectively. SA films of TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP exhibit fibrous morphologies. On further
thermal treatment, the density and connectivity of the grains/
domains improves resulting in a better film coverage, which is
beneficial to charge transport. These observations reveal that
thermal treatment of solvent annealed films improves
morphology by reducing defects arising from nonuniform
crystallization of the oligomers. The diffusion of the solvent
molecules to the grain boundaries creates mixed phases with
higher levels of aggregation. The increment in root-mean-
square roughnesses in STA films on annealing treatments
indicates higher aggregation which favors charge transport.

2.7. Thermal Properties. The thermal properties of the
oligomers were investigated by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) under a N2
atmosphere (Figure S26, SI). Oligomers were found to be
stable up to a temperature of 390 °C. Importantly, TDPP−
TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP have melting temper-
atures of about 221 °C, whereas TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP has
the highest melting temperature of 248 °C. This is attributed to
the strong intermolecular interactions between the TDPP−
SeDPP−TDPP oligomer chains. The enthalpies of melting vary
as TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP (36.5 kJ/mol) < TDPP−TDPP−
TDPP (41.5 kJ/mol) > TDPP−PDPP−TDPP (31.43 kJ/mol).
The melting point of TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP is higher because
of increased interchain interactions in the lattice due to high
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polarizability and larger size of selenium. The thermal hysteresis
lowers as we move from TDPP−PDPP−TDPP, TDPP−BTZ−
TDPP, and TDPP−TDPP−TDPP to TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP.
This shows that the incorporation of the highly polarizable Se
atom in the oligomer backbone makes the transition from
disordered state to the ordered state enthalpically more
favorable and allows the molecules to recrystallize better.50

2.8. Charge Transport Measurements. The electronic
properties of the oligomer materials were evaluated in thin-film
transistors (TFTs) using a top-gate, bottom-contact device
architecture with Cytop dielectric and lithographically
patterned silver source/drain electrodes (details in SI). The
transistor performance was optimized by implementing two
strategies: (i) modification of the work function of the source−
drain (S−D) electrodes to facilitate injection of charge carriers
and (ii) utilizing various annealing and processing conditions
for the oligomeric layer.51

An overview of representative transfer curves (ID−VG) for all
materials upon thermal annealing is depicted in Figure 6A,C;
the extracted electron and hole mobility values are summarized
in Table S2, SI. It is evident that all materials exhibit ambipolar
charge transport characteristics. The gate voltage (VG) induced
current modulation under negative as well as positive gate bias
leads to changes of the drain current (ID) typically over 3−5
orders of magnitude. The devices demonstrated clear linear and
saturation regime transport with negligible hysteresis as
exemplified in Figure 6B,D. Overall, the oligomers demon-
strated pronounced p-type character compared to its n-type
counterpart. The hole mobilities of oligomer films were found

to be generally higher than the electron mobilities and range
from 6 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1, for SeDPP, to 6 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1

for the TDPP−TDPP−TDPP oligomer whereas the electron
mobilities range from 10−3 and 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1. The highest
electron mobility of close to 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1 was determined
for TDPP−PDPP−TDPP. To understand the role of the
injecting electrodes on the ambipolar nature of the charge
transport, transistor characteristics were measured with Au S−
D electrodes. Transport parameters measured using Au S−D
electrodes are summarized in Table S3, SI. An injection limited
behavior is evident in the Au S−D electrodes accompanied by a
1 order of magnitude decrease in the μFET

e However, the hole
mobility remains unaffected for most of the oligomers upon
comparing the performance of the device fabricated from both
Au or Ag electrodes which indicates that the injection barrier
significantly modifies the transport levels of electrons compared
to the transport levels of holes. Further optimization of the
oligomeric transistor was performed with SA by treating the
thin films with CHCl3 vapors. Typical transfer plots for all the
oligomer-based transistors are shown in Figure 7A,B.
Interestingly the SA films demonstrated comparable or higher
μFET
e and μFET

h than TA films.
This opens up the possibility of obtaining high performance

ambipolar organic FETs from low temperature processing
techniques. Upon thermal annealing of the SA films average
μFET
e of up to 0.16 cm2/(V s) and hole mobility (μFET

h ) of 0.02
cm2/(V s) were obtained with current modulation of up to 105

for TDPP−PDPP−TDPP (Figure 7 C,D. Similar enhancement
in STA films was also observed in other molecules which are

Figure 6. Transfer and output characteristics of thermally annealed films obtained from the various oligomer-based thin-film transistors. Panels A
and C depict transfer curves (ID−VG) for all oligomers at negative/positive drain voltage (VD). Panels B and D show typical output curves (ID−VD)
for TDPP−TDPP−TDPP-based devices. All TFTs share the same dimensions of channel width (W) and length (L) of 1000 and 30 μm,
respectively.
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detailed in Table S2, SI. The magnitude of balanced field-effect
mobility in this class of oligomeric systems is one of the best
reported to date. A microscopic and macroscopic under-
standing of the charge transport can be developed to
understand the trends in the transport properties.
Morphological analysis of the samples provides further

insight into the difference in the mechanism involved in the
charge transport enhancement observed with thermal and
solvent annealing. As observed from the AFM images, thermal
annealing induces crystallinity to the films with the develop-
ment of well-defined crystallites. This enhancement in
crystallinity is reflected in higher electron and hole mobilities
in the FETs. However, in the case of solvent treatment it is
possible that the solvent molecules diffuse to the grain
boundaries thereby resulting in soft mixed phases with a

relatively high level of aggregation. Upon thermal annealing of
the SA films, the morphology is converted into interconnected
aggregates, where transport is possible without being hampered
by the grain boundaries. Thus, the observed enhancement in
the charge transport properties of the DPP oligomers upon
combined solvent and thermal treatments can be attributed to
formation of interconnected aggregates and the decreased d-
spacing and fwhm values responsible for the remarkable device
performance. N-channel organic molecules are generally
associated with limited air stability due to ease of oxidation
originating from low electron affinities. Hence, it is essential to
develop molecules which demonstrate considerable air stability.
Interestingly in addition, to the excellent charge transport
properties of 0.16 cm2/(V s) and ON/OFF ratio exceeding 104,
these oligomers also demonstrate remarkable air stability when

Figure 7. Transfer characteristics obtained from the various oligomer-based thin-film transistors (where, for example, 1E-5 represents 1 × 10−5).
Panels A and B depict transfer curves (ID−VG) for all oligomers after solvent treatment. Panels C and D show typical transfer curves (ID−VG) for all
oligomers after solvent treatment and annealing. All TFTs have the same dimensions of channel width (W) and length (L) of 1000 and 20 μm,
respectively.

Figure 8. Mobility variation under nitrogen atmosphere and under ambient condition (A; where, for example, 1E-3 represents 1 × 10−3). Bias stress
measurement on TDPP-PDPP-TDPP oligomer-based thin-film transistors with Cytop dielectric layer (B).
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the transport measurements were performed in air. It was
observed that the devices demonstrated stable operation under
ambient operation (RH ∼ 20−40% and T ∼ 300 K) for about 1
week (as shown in Figure 8A). Moreover, distinctive field-effect
behavior was retained for the samples even after 4 weeks of
exposure to ambient conditions which points to the excellent
air stability of the samples to any unwanted oxidation.
Furthermore, bias stability of the best performing FETs was

also studied to compare the dielectric−semiconductor interface
of these oligomers with other n-channel materials (Figure 8B).
As an example, the best performing TDPP−PDPP−TDPP
molecule was chosen. FETs fabricated with TDPP−PDPP−
TDPP demonstrated stable transconductance plots when
measured over a time scale of up to 104 s. This level of
stability observed in these oligomers toward unwanted
oxidation and bias stress is comparable to that of state-of-the-
art commercial N2200 polymers which points to the
importance of our chemical design principles for realizing
stable high performance organic transistors.52

2.9. Theoretical Analysis. In order to scrutinize the
surprising finding that the TDPP−PDPP−TDPP has the
highest electron mobility of the four systems, and to distinguish
between the relative impact of intrinsic properties of the
oligomers and macroscopic factors such as d-spacing, domain
size, and crystalline order on transport properties, the four
oligomers were theoretically analyzed at the B3P86/6-31+G*
level of theory. The amount of Hartree−Fock exchange in the
hybrid functional was increased to 30%.53 The effects of solvent
were included with the polarized continuum model. Charges
were analyzed with the NBO method. UV spectra were
calculated with time-dependent density functional theory. All
calculations were done with standard methods as implemented
in the Gaussian 09 program. Alkyl side chains were replaced by
methyl groups. Structure optimizations were carried out
without imposing planarity. Reorganization energies were
computed from vertical and adiabatic ionization energies and
electron affinities in the presence of solvent. Reorganization
energies of holes were calculated as IPvert − IPad of the neutral
form plus EAad − EAvert of the cation. Reorganization energies
of electrons are EAad − EAvert of the neutral form plus IPvert −
IPad of the anion. The terminal phenyl groups in all four
systems are twisted by 26 ± 1° with respect to the backbone.
Apart from this, TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−
TDPP are planar with deviations from planarity of less than 2°.
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP is nonplanar only between the BTZ and
thienyl units with dihedral angles of 16°. TDPP−PDPP−TDPP
has dihedral angles of 35° between the phenyl groups and DPP
and of 19° between the phenyl and thienyl rings. Theoretically
predicted absorption spectra for the four oligomers are shown
in Figure S27, SI. The spectra agree with experiment to within
0.21 eV and reproduce the observed trends. For all systems the
lowest energy peak is strongest. TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP have almost identical spectra. TDPP−
BTZ−TDPP and TDPP−PDPP−TDPP absorb at higher
energies (Table S4, SI). Two additional weaker absorptions
are found at higher energy. The middle peak at around 2.4−2.5
eV is very weak for the TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and strongest for
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP. Absorptions at around 2.3 eV are also
visible in the experimental solution spectra of TDPP−TDPP−
TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP but are absent for TDPP−
BTZ−TDPP and TDPP−PDPP−TDPP and for all of the thin
films. As in the experimental spectra, the third band at around
3.3−3.8 eV is most pronounced for TDPP−PDPP−TDPP.

More than one peak in the absorption spectrum of neutral π-
systems is an indication of localization of the charge density54

as it leads to reduced spatial overlap between HOMO and
LUMO and reduced oscillator strength of the first excited state.
The oscillator strength missing in the first peak is found in the
higher energy absorptions in line with the Thomas−Reiche−
Kuhn sum rule.55 The sum of the oscillator strengths is about 5
for the three oligomers with only DPP acceptors. The overall
smaller oscillator strength of TDPP−BTZ−TDPP is due to the
fact that the oligomer is shorter by two thiophene rings.
Localization reduces intra- and intermolecular charge transport
as overlap between neighbors decreases and reorganization
energies increase. The dominance of the first peak in the
absorption spectra of the four systems indicates that there is
only a little localization but it is stronger for the TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP than for the other
two. Plots of the frontier orbitals of the present systems (Figure
S28, SI) reveal that localization occurs not so much on the
acceptor but on central versus terminal donor−acceptor blocks.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of TDPP−
TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP are delocalized over
donor and acceptor and have larger electron density in the
center of the molecule. In contrast, the HOMOs of TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP have lower electron
densities toward the middle part of the molecules while the
electron density in the LUMOs is highest in the middle. The
reason for this is mainly the nonplanarity of these oligomers
combined with the weak electron donating power of phenyl
and weak accepting power of BTZ in the ground state. The
charge transfer character of the strong absorption peaks
(oscillator strength > 0.3) was quantified by comparing the
charges of the terminal (DPP1) and the central acceptor units
(DPP2 and BTZ, respectively) in ground and excited states
(Table S5, SI). The data reveal that selenyl are stronger donors
than thienyl and phenyl rings and that BTZ is only a very weak
acceptor in the ground state. The first excited states (low
energy peaks) of TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−
TDPP do not involve charge transfer; the second and third
excited states involve transfer of electron density to the central
part of the molecules. For TDPP−PDPP−TDPP there is
moderate charge transfer to the central part of the molecule in
both strong excited states. With BTZ the first and the second
excited states involve a significant amount of charge transfer to
BTZ. Thus, as discussed previously,56,57 the acceptor strength
of BTZ unfolds only upon excitation. Because hole mobility is
influenced by the charge distribution of the valence band
(frontier occupied MOs of oligomers) and electron mobility is
influenced by the charge distribution of the conduction band
(frontier unoccupied MOs), the smallest charges on the
acceptor units in ground and excited states would be indicative
of the best intrachain hole and electron mobilities, respectively.
The strong negative charges in BTZ in the excited states reflect
localization of the electrons on BTZ and predict lower electron
conductivity. Based on charge distributions increasing mobi-
lities are predicted in the order TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP ≈
TDPP−TDPP−TDPP < TDPP−PDPP−TDPP < TDPP−
BTZ−TDPP for holes and TDPP−BTZ−TDPP < TDPP−
SeDPP−TDPP ≈ TDPP−TDPP−TDPP ≈ TDPP−PDPP−
TDPP for electrons. Crucial intrinsic parameters for charge
carrier mobility are the reorganization energies associated with
electron addition or removal. Ionization energies and electron
affinities determine the stability of the conducting states and
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the alignment of the energy levels with the external contacts.
These parameters are collected in Table 2.
Calculated IPs and EAs are larger than the redox potentials

(Table 1), but the trends are reproduced correctly. All systems
have large EAs around 4 eV, which explains the observed
excellent stability of the n-channel materials under ambient
conditions. IPs and EAs vary by 0.25 eV among the four
systems with TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP having the lowest IP and
largest EA. TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP and TDPP−TDPP−TDPP
have very similar values. TDPP−PDPP−TDPP has the highest
IP and lowest EA; BTZ has intermediate IP but a large EA. The
reorganization energies of electrons and holes range from 0.18
and 0.26 eV. BTZ has the highest value for holes and only a
slightly smaller value than TDPP−PDPP−TDPP for electrons,
which is expected as reorganization energies increase with
charge localization. TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP and TDPP−
TDPP−TDPP electrons have smaller reorganization energies
than holes; TDPP−PDPP−TDPP holes have the smaller
reorganization energy. Thus, according to reorganization
energies TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP and TDPP−TDPP−TDPP
are predicted to be the best electron conductors and TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP the best hole conductor.
Although all theoretical predictions of molecular parameters

are in agreement with experimental data, theory fails to
rationalize the question, why is TDPP−PDPP−TDPP the best
n-channel material among the four systems? According to their
intrinsic properties TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP and TDPP−
TDPP−TDPP are clearly more promising materials for n-
channel transport because both are planar, have the largest EAs,
and the smallest reorganization energies for electrons. TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP has the smallest EA, its electron reorganization
energy is largest among the four oligomers, and it is nonplanar.
Because the experimental evidence is exactly the reverse, it
must be concluded that macroscopic order which is not
addressed with the present calculations plays a decisive role in
determining the transport properties. Although intrinsic
molecular properties might be less important for oligomers
than for polymers, we found no reason why selenyl and thienyl
containing oligomers should not be equally good conductors as
the phenyl containing ones, and we expect that optimization of
the macroscopic properties of TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP and
TDPP−TDPP−TDPP films will afford even better n-channel
materials.

3. CONCLUSIONS

DPP−DPP oligomers exhibit exceptional properties such as air-
stable n-channel field-effect behavior, a high degree of solid-
state packing, and a broad thin-film absorption extending to
near-IR. We have demonstrated that balanced ambipolar
mobilities can be achieved by varying the film processing
conditions. Annealing has the largest effect on TDPP−PDPP−
TDPP probably because of its nonplanar structure. Surprisingly
TDPP−PDPP−TDPP turned out to be the best electron
conductor among the four systems studied, despite optical and
electrochemical data showing that it has the lowest EA and the

largest band gap. Moreover, although d-spacing in TDPP−
PDPP−TDPP films decreases upon annealing, it remains larger
than for the other oligomers and domain sizes are smaller than
for TDPP−TDPP−TDPP and TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP. Since
the only property that is superior for TDPP−PDPP−TDPP is
the flat-on orientation, we conclude that electron mobility in
these systems requires a high degree of flat-on orientation.
Theoretical analysis confirms the trend in optical and
electrochemical data and reveals that, in contrast to polymeric
materials, transport properties of thienyl, selenyl, and phenyl
containing oligomers do not follow established design rules as
the nonplanar phenyl system with the lowest EA and the largest
reorganization energy for electrons gives rise to the highest
electron mobility. Since this is attributed to superior solid-state
packing, we expect that optimization of the thienyl and selenyl
materials processing will improve their charge transport
properties. Remarkable air stability together with facile
synthetic methods is the notable feature of this work for
construction of optoelectronic devices such as inverters and
logical circuits. Although electron mobilities as high as ∼0.2
cm2 V−1 s−1 have been achieved, there is tremendous scope to
achieve even higher mobilities by optimizing the annealing
conditions for thin film.
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Table 2. Ionization Energies, Electron Affinities, and Reorganization Energies (eV)

oligomers IPvert IPad λh EAvert EAad λe

TDPP−TDPP−TDPP 5.79 5.67 0.247 4.10 4.19 0.187
TDPP−SeDPP−TDPP 5.77 5.65 0.255 4.13 4.22 0.191
TDPP−PDPP−TDPP 6.02 5.93 0.181 3.84 3.97 0.257
TDPP−BTZ−TDPP 5.90 5.76 0.284 4.06 4.20 0.256
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